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self-induction, that is, the synchronous reactance is 6 times the self-
inductive reactance, ~ = m « 6.   The frequency is 25 cycles.
Xi
If $1 is the initial or open-circuit flux of the machine, the short-
circuit flux is $o = -^ - /? *i» and the field transient 4> is a tran-
w     o
sient of duration 1 sec., connecting $1 and *0, Pig. 224, repre-
sented by the expression
_JL
$ « $0 + ($! — $0)«    "3\
The permanent armature currents ii, 4, 4 then are currents
starting with the values m —, and decreasing to the final Hhort-
^o
circuit current — on the field transient of duration To.   To those
30'
currents are added the armature transients, of duration 3P, which
start with initial values equal but opposite in sign to tho initial
values of the permanent (or rather slowly transient) armature,
currents, as discussed in paragraph 18, and thereby give the asym-
metrical resultant currents, Fig. 22/?»
The field current i gives the same slow transient eh the flux <l>,
starting with id = mi^ and tapering to the final value ?o» Upon
this is superimposed the initial full-frequency pulsation of the
armature reaction. The transient of the rotating field, of duration
T = .1 sec., is constructed as in paragraph 18, and for its instan-
taneous values the percentage deviation of the resultant field
from its permanent value is calculated. Assuming 20 per cent
damping in the reaction on the field excitation, the instantaneous
values of the slow field transient (that in, of the current (i —• /o),
since iQ is the permanent component) then are increased or de-
creased by 80 per cent of the percentage variation of the trannient
field of armature reaction from uniformity, and thereby tho field
curve, Fig. 22(7, is derived. Here the correction, for tho external
field inductance is to be applied, if considerable*
Since the transient of the armature reaction does not depend
on the point of the wave where the short circuit occurs, it follows
that the phenomena at the short circuit of a polyphase alternator
are always the same, that in, independent of the point of the wave
at which the short circuit occurs, with the exception of the initial
wave shape of the armature currents, which individually depend

